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Congratulations to

Amptize 

We are delighted to congratulate you for attaining the title of “Agency of the Year” on

AdWorldMasters.com. 

Your agency, with the score of 9.2, is a high performer, excelling in its sector and in all aspect 

of communications. And we’re not just saying this to flatter you; this achievement is based on 

what Ad World Masters reliable AI algorithms have revealed. Your scoring makes you one of the 

top-ranking agencies on Ad World Masters. Your team has worked hard to achieve this scoring 

and this impressive accomplishment deserves its own place within your agency.

Agencies that have received the 

“Agency of the Year” title have 

the opportunity to receive the 

ADWM trophy with the title and 

agency brand engraved on it.

This is a chance to celebrate your agency accomplishments

and gain recognition for your hard work; a chance

to motivate your team and attract new talent

by highlighting your excellence. Impress and

reassure new and existing clients. 

ADWM Award trophy
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Key information

The trophies are issued in Gold, 

Silver or Bronze depending of the 

Agency Score from 31.12.2020 on 

AdWorldMasters.com. Gold ≥ 9.2. 

Silver ≥ 8.7. Bronze ≥ 8.5.

Estimated delivery time is from 3 to 8 

weeks after the order is confirmed.

Official hashtags: #ADWMAward 

#ADWMAgencyOfTheYear

#AdWorldMasters 

Exceptionnally this year following 

Covid-19 the Cost of the trophy is: 

€699 instead of €1000. This includes 

cost of shipment.

The trophy is individually hand made 

in the EU.

The “Agency of the Year” ADWM 

trophy is only available to agencies 

with a score of 8.5 and above and 

that are indicated in Agencies of 

the Year lists on AdWorldMasters.

com.
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“Agency Of The Year” ADWM trophy winner - case study

BPR agency which has scored 9.0 qualified for Silver 

“Agency of the Year” ADWM Award and decided to 

order the trophy. Now it complements their impressive 

awards shelf sitting alongside international accolades 

such as the Epica Award, AME Award, IAB Mixx Award.

Not only do the awards help the industry to move forward and attract new clients, they also act 

as a motivator for agency colleagues. Awards help to highlight team members’ talent and hard 

work,  demonstrating a collective achievement for which they can all be proud of both as a team 

and as individuals. Additionally, the award helps to appeal and attract industry talent to your 

agency.

The ADWM Award trophy is a chance for the win-

ners to celebrate their achievement via their social 

media channels. The distinction which is available 

only to winners scoring above 8.5, demonstrates 

the quality of the agency. 
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            Thanks to your agency’s high score on AdWorldMasters.com you officially became “Agency 

of the Year”. As a result of this, your agency is now eligible to receive the ADWM trophy.

            The cost of the trophy is: €699. This includes shipment to any location.

            The description on the trophy will be made based on the details included in the ADWM 

purchase order.

            The ADWM trophies are in 3 categories: Gold, Silver and Bronze. An agency can receive 

the trophy only in the category they are granted on AdWorldMasters.com. 

            Receiving the trophy is entirely optional. Agencies may order the trophy only if they

wish to have one. 

            The cost of a change of the description on the trophy is €300.

            The trophy has a dedicated description: AGENCY BRAND, title: AGENCY OF THE YEAR, 

category: GOLD, SILVER or BRONZE, YEAR.

            Time of delivery: 3-8 weeks.

            Agencies can order more than one trophy.  

            The ADWM trophy package consists of the trophy and a luxury white box with the

ADWM logo.

            The trophy is individually hand made in the EU.

            Payment conditions: prepayment.

            The ADWM Award trophy can be effectively used in the agency’s own PR and social

media communications. 

            For maximum effect, we strongly recommend using a white or a light grey background 

in any photographs or video footage that feature the ADWM Award trophy.

            Official hashtags: #ADWMAward #ADWMAgencyOfTheYear #AdWorldMasters 

The ADWM Award trophy regulation
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Do you have any questions?

Feel free to contact me!

Manu Samiev
International Account Manager

+353 1 254 2364

manu@adworldmasters.comManu ADWM

ADWM Ltd
77 Lower Camden Street,

St Kevin’s, Dublin 2
Ireland


